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INTRODUCTION

New computing, networking, IT security and outsourcing solutions are revolutionizing healthcare and health research. An important application of these technologies is the integration of genomic data into modern health systems. The staggering size of genomic datasets makes it difficult for healthcare providers and researchers to store, link and analyze them on any one server. Cloud computing—a diverse set of technologies and business practices that facilitate the storage, analysis and sharing of data—is already seen as essential for driving genomic research, which itself is driven by Big Data.¹ By the same logic, cloud computing may soon be needed to facilitate the integration of genomic data into healthcare contexts as molecular discoveries are translated into new clinical applications.

This article considers how Canadian health privacy laws apply to cloud computing in genomic research and medicine. We consider these laws because genomic datasets contain personal health information (PHI), including both genomic data (which is inherently individuating) and associated phenotypic and clinical data. Health privacy laws regulate the collection, use, and disclosure of personal health information,² including the outsourcing of PHI processing to service providers. While we focus on genomics in the cloud, our legal analysis
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² We refer to PHI throughout and not personal information generally. Our discussion
applies generally to PHI in the cloud. As a general rule, a custodian requires the data subject’s consent to disclose PHI to a third party. Exceptionally, custodians are permitted to transfer PHI to service providers, including cloud service providers (CSPs), without the data subject’s consent. Such a transfer is only permitted if the custodian and service provider establish a service contract (e.g., a “cloud contract”). This contract must minimally ensure that the service provider protects the PHI and only uses it for authorized purposes. Some provincial laws impose additional requirements for such contracts.

We review the legal requirements for conducting genomic research and medicine in the cloud, identifying gaps in privacy protection, and variation in protection across provinces. Given the technological, organizational, and multi-jurisdictional complexity of cloud services, cloud contracts must address a host of privacy concerns. Technologically speaking, cloud services involve dynamic transfers between multiple data centres and endpoints, co-locate multiple clients on any given server, and deliver access over the public Internet. Cloud contracts must therefore ensure sophisticated security standards are met. Organizationally speaking, cloud services involve many hand-offs of responsibility for privacy and security as the data travel from custodian to data centre. Cloud contracts need to ensure responsibility is appropriately allocated along the chain of custody. Jurisdictionally, cloud services involve routine transfer and access across borders, raising concerns over surveillance and compelled disclosure under foreign law. These issues have come to a head with the European Court of Justice’s decisions in Schrems on the adequacy of the EU-U.S. Safe Harbour data-sharing framework, which found that mass surveillance by the U.S. government undermined the European right to protection of personal data. By contrast, Canadian policy debate on cross-border transfers remains relatively subdued. Additional concerns are whether cloud services can comply with the laws of multiple jurisdictions and whether individuals or responsible custodians can enforce privacy related obligations practically when data are stored and processed abroad. To reinforce our legislative review, we also review the Terms of Service of six CSPs with offerings in Canada. Our review of cloud contracts reveals that current contractual practices do not resolve adequately legislative gaps in privacy protection.

In this article, we argue that more detailed requirements are needed for cloud contracts involving the transfer of PHI if privacy is to be protected in cloud-based genomics. These requirements should either be incorporated into Canadian privacy laws, or issued as guidance by Canadian privacy commissioners. The enhancement of privacy protections in the cloud also needs to be coordinated nationally and internationally to minimize confusion.
and promote the interoperability of standard cloud contracts across jurisdictions. In the spirit of current regulation, new requirements would be drafted with enough technical neutrality and flexibility to address emerging concerns, reflect local contexts, and impose clear obligations while avoiding becoming mired in soon-to-be-obsolete technical detail. Without meaningful protections for PHI under cloud contracts, Canadian researchers and health care providers may be reluctant to take advantage of cloud services, which is likely to hinder progress in genomics and healthcare delivery.

This article presents results from a year-long research project reviewing health privacy issues in the cloud, funded by the Contributions Program of the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (OPC). Section I provides a brief primer on cloud computing and its applications in data-centric health research and health care. Section II reviews Canadian privacy and health privacy laws and how they apply to CSPs. Section III identifies privacy risks arising from the technological, organizational, and jurisdictional complexity of cloud computing. Section IV argues that Canadian health privacy laws fail to address difficulties custodians face in balancing responsibilities with CSPs, determining whether foreign laws offer comparable protection, and ensuring transparency is maintained as data migrates to the cloud. In Section V, we survey standard agreements (Terms of Service) and privacy policies of leading CSPs, arguing that cloud contracts do not sufficiently address gaps in legislative protection for privacy and security. In Section VI, we identify the discrepancies in Canadian laws that apply to PHI which threaten interoperability of cloud contracts across provinces. This review is the first comprehensive review of legal and contractual privacy protections in the Canadian health sector. By identifying potential gaps in protection, we aim to inform the business decisions and contractual practices of both custodians and CSPs in Canada. By identifying discrepancies across provinces, we also aim to stimulate cooperative reform and harmonization of health privacy governance across Canada.

I. A BRIEF PRIMER ON CLOUD COMPUTING

(i) Table 1: Terminology and Acronyms

| **Cloud contract**: synonym for ‘Terms of Service’ agreement governing a cloud computing arrangement between a CSP and a custodian. |
| **Cloud service provider (CSP)**: a company that offers some component of cloud computing. |
| **Custodian**: an entity which has custody or control of personal health information and is accountable under Canadian privacy law to protect that information |
| **De-identified information**: under Canadian law, information that has been rendered not identifiable. |
Identifying information: information about identifiable individuals—i.e., “information that identifies an individual or for which it is reasonably foreseeable that it could be utilized, either alone or with other information, to identify an individual.”

Personal health information (PHI): identifying information about an individual that relates to physical or mental health—including the health history of the individual’s family—or relates to the provision of health care to the individual. Intended to be broad, and typically includes diagnostic, treatment, and care information, health care provider information, registration information (demographics, address, etc.), and information derived from bodily materials.

Service provider: an entity that processes personal information on behalf of a custodian.

Terms of Service: the complete agreement between custodian and CSP, usually stipulated through terms and conditions in multiple documents (e.g., service level agreement, privacy policy, acceptable use policy, terms of use).

(a) Cloud Computing

Cloud computing generally refers to technologies and business practices that offer scalable, on-demand access to a configurable pool of computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) over the Internet. Cloud computing is, relatively speaking, low cost in terms of allowing access to resources due to its “elasticity”: its on-demand services allow subscribers to pay only for what they need and to automatically engage additional features.

---


5 Power, supra note 4 at 2.22. See, e.g., *Health Information Act*, R.S.A. 2000, c. H-5, s. 1(1) [Alberta’s HIA]; *Personal Health Information Privacy and Access Act*, S.N.B. 2009, c. P-7.05, s. 1 [New Brunswick’s PHIPA]; *Personal Health Information Act*, S.N. 2008, c. P-7.01, s. 5(5) [Newfoundland’s PHIA]; *Personal Health Information Protection Act*, S.O. 2004, c. 3, Schedule A, s. 4(2) [Ontario’s PHIPA].


offers increased storage capacity and increasingly efficient processing. Provision of services remotely allows multiple geographically dispersed collaborators to rapidly access the same data.

Genomic researchers hope to reap several advantages from moving to a cloud computing environment. First, the growth of a given genomic database (which includes both genomic data derived from samples and associated health data) may proceed at a rapid and unpredictable rate as samples are collected and sequenced, or as the databases of smaller studies are aggregated. Cloud computing services can be flexibly scaled to match need, thereby reducing large upfront capital expenditures. Second, the cloud’s ability to provide remote access benefits projects with multiple geographically disparate collaborators and databases designed as platforms (e.g., “genomic biobanks”) for use by external researchers internationally. Given the size of genomic databases, remote access may even become necessary for genomic research. Researchers accessing genomic databases already spend weeks downloading data to local servers. The cloud allows analytic tools to be uploaded to the cloud instead, quickly and securely. Third, outsourcing computing services to commercial CSPs can relieve researchers from the cost and IT burden of establishing and managing an internal computing environment, including a significant measure of security oversight, potentially making research more cost-effective.

While a healthcare or research institution or university may have the capacity to launch its own “private” cloud, commercial services providing “public” clouds are more often associated with scalable, remotely accessible, and affordable cloud services. Cloud computing deployment models vary in ways that have significant implications for participant (i.e., data subject) privacy. This article focuses on public clouds because they already have established scale, international scope, cost efficiencies, and security expertise difficult for private clouds built from the ground up to rival—and because they raise more complex privacy issues.

Public CSPs offer a variety of service categories. A cloud computing environment is comprised of five conceptual layers. The bottom two layers are “physical”: basic facilities and computing hardware. The top three layers are “logical” or virtual: the “platform architecture layer” for software development, and the “application layer” for end users. The physical layers typically remain entirely under the control of the CSP, while the client can choose to interact to

---

8 Ibid.
12 NIST, Security & Privacy, supra note 6 at 5 [emphasis removed].
varying degrees with the logical layers. Depending on the degree of desired interaction, the form of cloud services can be described in one of three ways:

- **Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS):** provides researchers access to raw computing hardware. They can upload their analytic software into the cloud, run the software, and download the compiled results.

- **Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS):** offers a platform on which researchers can develop and run applications to analyze research data.

- **Software-as-a-Service (SaaS):** offers researchers access to software applications they can run on the cloud.

Cloud services may also be layered. For example, a CSP offering a platform or application may be established on the infrastructure of another CSP. Again, the details ideally need not concern any particular downstream client. Various commercial cloud computing platforms have emerged for genomic researchers—such as Galaxy, Bionimbus, and DNAnexus—which allow researchers to perform genomic analyses using only a web browser. In addition to public and private cloud computing models, so-called “hybrid” clouds exist. These hybrid clouds can offer unique privacy advantages by allowing different pieces of information from the same source to be alternatively secured and made more accessible, depending on the information’s sensitivity.

(i) **Table 2: Cloud Deployment Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Private cloud</strong></td>
<td>The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a single organization comprising multiple consumers (e.g., business units). It may be owned, managed, and operated by the organization, a third party, or some combination of both, and it may exist on or off premises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community Cloud</strong></td>
<td>The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a specific community of consumers from organizations with shared concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and compliance considerations). It may be owned, managed, and operated by one or more of the organizations in the community, a third party, or some combination of them, and it may exist on or off premises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Cloud</strong></td>
<td>The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public. It may be owned, managed, and operated by a business,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
academic, or government organization, or some combination of them. It exists on the premises of the cloud provider.

**Hybrid Cloud:** The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures (private, community, or public) that remain unique entities, but are bound together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application portability (e.g., cloud bursting for load balancing between clouds).  

To reiterate, commercial cloud services typically have five elements:

1. **On-demand self-service:** the client can automatically request computation and storage.
2. **Broad network access:** resources available over a network (i.e., the Internet) for access with standard devices.
3. **Resource pooling:** multi-tenant model (discussed below)
4. **Rapid elasticity:** of computing and storage capabilities.
5. **Measured service:** various aspects of use are measured for customer transparency and automatic service optimization.

However, the benefits of the cloud coincide with drawbacks. The inner architecture of the full cloud computing environment remains significantly more complicated than the virtual computing portal accessed by the client, who can remain ignorant of the robust “back-end” for which the CSP remains responsible. Although this model can advantageously insulate clients from the cloud’s technical details, it also tends to place them at its mercy.

(b) **Cloud Services in Canadian Healthcare and Health Research**

Commercial cloud services have many existing and potential applications to healthcare and health research. On the SaaS end of the spectrum, a number of generic and health services-specific uses of cloud services are used for document management, storage, patient-management, billing, webhosting, email, and teleconferencing. However, the real pressure to adopt cloud computing is felt in data-centric health research and medicine, fueled by advances in genomic

---


18 Irrespective of whether it takes the form of IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS.


sequencing, medical imaging and bioinformatics. In this article, we focus on the expanding demand of cloud services in genomic research. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS), which compare genetic variants across many individuals, have proven to be an excellent way of identifying common genetic variants associated with health and disease. Advances in computational biology and bioinformatics have accelerated the translation of genomic research findings into clinical applications. Several trends in genomic research have led to the development of vast datasets, comprising genomic and associated health data from a large number of individuals: “[t]he confluence of cheap computing and high-throughput sequencing technologies is making genomic data increasingly easy to collect, store, and process. At the same time, genomic data is being integrated into a wide range of applications in diverse settings.”

While computing demand is currently acute in research, this will eventually also be the case for healthcare when it begins to integrate this deluge of genomic data into clinical decision-making. The cost of genomic sequencing has sharply declined in recent years, contributing to a significant increase in the amount of available genomic data. A combination of inputs emanating from the personal genomics industry, grassroots patient projects, and academic research efforts have led to hundreds of thousands of genetic sequences being deposited and made accessible online. Significant efforts have been made to make this data

---

available to the widest audiences possible, and an important amount of it is now even accessible online without restriction. Some of this data is sensitive or clearly associated with an identifiable person. In order to compare genotypes, rich phenotypic data (such as disease outcomes in medical records) and environmental data are being increasingly collected, and Big Data analytics are now being adopted in health research. Researchers are reaching out beyond standard clinical and genomic health data to other sources of personal data.

Effective genomic analysis requires, among other things, a significant amount of computing and storage capability to mine these research data. Existing research initiatives are becoming incapable of individually assembling the requisite technological tools and infrastructure necessary to perform such analyses. Many genomic researchers now feel that cloud computing is the only model that can provide the storage and processing power needed for Big Data genomic research. It has become common for genomic research projects to require storage reaching multiple petabytes in size. These data masses are problematic not only from the standpoint of storage space, but also from the standpoint of data analysis and data sharing between researchers. These limitations have been noted in the context of health-record storage, and the provision of (open) access to genomic research databases.

Big Data strategies and analytics are becoming common in genomic research and may significantly change the nature of healthcare. Big Data genomics involves “vast stores of information gathered from both traditional sources and, increasingly, new collection points.” As researchers turn to new sources for research data (e.g., genomic samples already collected in the context of clinical

---


29 Jacqueline Vanacek, “How Cloud and Big Data are Impacting the Human Genome—Touching 7 Billion Lives” (16 April 2012), *SAPVoice* (blog), online: <www.forbes.com/sites/sap/#6aba80d35a42>.

30 Dove et al, supra note 11.


care) and combine multiple existing data sources into larger collections, several existing privacy concerns are intensified, while others newly emerge.

II. PRIVACY LAWS AND HEALTH PRIVACY LAWS IN CANADA

A complex assortment of legal and regulatory frameworks govern privacy in Canada. These laws apply to “custodians”—individuals or organizations with custody or control over personal information or PHI. They also apply to service providers (including CSPs) who store, analyze, or otherwise process PHI on behalf of custodians. References to and acronyms for major Canadian privacy laws can be found in Appendix 1. Personal information generally refers to information about identifiable individuals, and is sometimes defined as identifying information—i.e., “information. . .for which it is reasonably foreseeable that it could. . .either alone or with other information. . .identify an individual.” Most provinces have health sector privacy laws that apply specifically to custodians of PHI. In Canada, PHI is a subset of personal information that relates to health. It is:


35 See Appendix 1 for a list of Canadian privacy statutes. See also Power, supra note 4 at 5.104; Canadian Institutes of Health Research, by Patricia Kosseim, ed, 2nd ed by Adam Kardash & Antonella Penta (Ottawa: Public Works and Government Services Canada, 2005) at 211, online: <publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2007/cihr-irsc/MR21-22-2005E.pdf> . Other statutory and common law regimes also govern privacy in the health context, but are not discussed here (e.g., An Act respecting health services and social services, R.S.Q. c. S-4.2; Public Hospitals Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P.40) Health researchers are additionally bound by national ethics policies, and oversight from research community self-regulatory bodies (e.g., research ethics boards, data access committees).

36 Power, supra note 4 at 5.13. See e.g., Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, S.C. 2000, c. 5, s. 4(1) [PIPEDA]; Alberta’s HIA, supra note 5, s. 1(1)(f); Health Information Protection Act, S.S. 1999, c. H-0.021, s. 2(t) [Saskatchewan’s HIPA]; Personal Health Information Act, S.M. 2008, c. 41, s. 1(1) [Manitoba’s PHIA]; Ontario’s PHIPA, supra note 5, s. 3; An Act respecting the protection of personal information in the private sector, R.S.Q., c. P-39.1, ss. 4ff [Quebec’s PPIPS]; New Brunswick’s PHIPA, supra note 5, s. 1; Personal Health Information Act, S.N.S. 2010, c. 41, s. 3(0) [Nova Scotia’s PHIA]; Health Information Act, S.P.E.I. 2014, c. 31, s. 1(e) [not yet in force; Prince Edward Island’s HIA]; Newfoundland’s PHIA, supra note 5, s. 4; Health Information Privacy and Management Act, S.Y. 2013, c. 16, s. 2(1) [Yukon’s HIPMA].

For direct citations and variation between statutes, see subsection “Definition of Identifiable” infra.
identifying information about an individual in oral or recorded form if it relates to the physical or mental health of the individual, including the health history of the individual’s family, or relates to the provision of health care to the individual. This is meant to capture a broad swath of information, including diagnostic, treatment and care information...; health care provider information...; and registration information (e.g., patient demographic information, patient address and contact information, patient eligibility and billing information).38

Both federal and provincial laws may apply to the processing of personal information in the private sector. Constitutionally speaking, federal jurisdiction over personal information is grounded in the trade and commerce power, provincial jurisdiction in the property and civil rights power.39 The Privacy Act governs federal public sector custodians (mainly government institutions).40 The Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) governs all federal and provincial private sector organizations by default.41 In addition to their own public and private sector laws, provinces may also have health sector privacy laws, as provinces have general jurisdiction over health matters.42 Provincial health sector laws apply specifically to custodians of PHI to the exclusion of provincial private or public sector statutes. In provinces without health sector laws, PHI is still protected by provincial public or private sector laws as a type of personal information.43 Provincial health sector statutes and (in their absence) private sector statutes only displace federal law whenever they have been deemed to be “substantially similar” to PIPEDA by the federal government.44 Even then, PIPEDA continues to apply whenever PHI travels

38 Power, supra note 4 at 2.21. See e.g., Alberta’s HIA, supra note 5, s. 1(1)(k); Saskatchewan’s HIPA, supra note 36, s. 2(m); Manitoba’s PHIA, supra note 36, s. 1(1); Ontario’s PHIPA, supra note 5, s. 4; New Brunswick’s PHIPA, supra note 5, s. 1; Nova Scotia’s PHIA, supra note 36, s. 3(r); Prince Edward Island’s HIA, supra note 36, s. 1(t).


41 PIPEDA, supra note 36.


44 As certified by a formal Order-in-Council, on the recommendation of the OPC, according to the following criteria: “[L]aws that are substantially similar: provide privacy protection that is consistent with and equivalent to that found under PIPEDA; incorporate the ten principles in Schedule 1 of PIPEDA; provide for an independent and effective oversight and redress mechanism with powers to investigate; and restrict the collection, use and disclosure of personal information to purposes that are appropriate
across provincial or national borders. Currently, eight provinces have health privacy laws. To date, three have been deemed substantially similar to PIPEDA (Ontario’s PHIPA, New Brunswick’s PHIPA, Newfoundland’s PHIA); five have not (Alberta’s HIA, Manitoba’s PHIA, Nova Scotia’s PHIA, Saskatchewan’s HIPA, Prince Edward Island’s HIA).

In short, Canada has a general private sector privacy framework (PIPEDA), as well as specific provincial rules that apply to the collection, use and disclosure of PHI in the health sector. By contrast, Europe has a general privacy framework, the EU Data Protection Directive, which applies to any entity (public or private, individual or organization) that is a “controller” of personal information or PHI. The U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), and more specifically its Privacy Rule, applies federally across the U.S. health sector, but only to specific categories of health sector custodians (i.e., “covered entities”), including healthcare providers, health plans, and healthcare clearinghouses, as well as their business associates (e.g., CSPs).

Canadian privacy laws limit collection, use and disclosure of PHI to purposes authorized by individual consent or by law. The drafting and interpretation of Canadian privacy laws were heavily influenced by the Fair Information Practice Principles originally set out in the 1980 OECD Guidelines and incorporated formally or informally into Canadian privacy laws. These principles require custodians to safeguard personal information, notify individuals of information handling practices, seek consent to processing, and to allow individuals to access their personal information, among others. If a custodian or CSP fails to respect privacy obligations, an individual may complain to the appropriate privacy commissioner, whose office is established through the relevant privacy statute. In response, privacy commissioners in Canada have varying powers to make recommendations or compliance orders, such as a cease-and-desist order, to address the complaint.

---


48 See, e.g., PIPEDA, supra note 36, Schedule 1.

49 Council of Canadian Academies, Accessing Health and Health-Related Data in Canada: The Expert Panel on Timely Access to Health and Social Data for Health Research and
Recognizing the necessity of data outsourcing, Canadian privacy laws permit custodians to transfer PHI to a service provider without individual consent. The minimum conditions for such a transfer are that the custodian binds the service provider by contract to:

1. limit use of PHI to purposes authorized by the custodian, and
2. protect the privacy and security of the PHI (i.e., take reasonable steps to secure the PHI against loss, theft, or unauthorized use or disclosure).

These minimum contractual requirements are reinforced by the accountability principle, which requires custodians to ensure a comparable level of protection for PHI processed by a third party. Service providers who fail to respect these minimum conditions may be regulated directly as custodians. The OPC has opined that transfers of PHI to CSPs satisfying these conditions are permitted under PIPEDA.

It should be noted that most major CSPs operating in Canada are based in the United States. This can raise some legal challenges, as we discuss below.
because although Canadians may be adversely impacted by the application of U.S. practices such as government surveillance, Canada cannot easily exert jurisdiction over U.S.-based CSPs, and enforcing privacy rights in foreign jurisdictions presents practical challenges. The EU faces similar problems. The centerpiece of the EU solution to this type of problem, sometimes referred to as the “adequacy” approach, is to prohibit personal data transfer outside the EU unless the EU Commission has ruled that the foreign legal framework to which the data are being transferred maintains adequate privacy protections. No U.S. data-privacy law of general application has been deemed adequate, but EU-U.S. transfers have sometimes relied upon an industry self-certification program specifically designed for this purpose called the EU-U.S. Safe Harbour Framework. As noted above, the EU Commission’s finding that the Safe Harbour provided adequate protection for the purpose of personal data transfer outside the EU was recently invalidated by the European Court of Justice due to concerns over mass surveillance by U.S. law enforcement. In Canada, considerably less attention has been paid to the robustness of foreign laws to which Canadians’ data are sent. Two public sector acts in Canada that restrict cross-border transfers are discussed below. Custodians, rather than government, are presumably responsible under the accountability principle to assess the adequacy of foreign laws. As we discuss below, the EU imposes strict contractual terms on transfers to service providers outside the EU. Given its market size, Europe may have more ability to dictate the terms of transfer to the cloud than Canada.

Yet, to ensure that privacy is sufficiently protected in the cloud, an effective legal privacy framework must ensure the respective obligations of custodians and CSPs are clearly defined. The framework must also provide meaningful mechanisms for regulators and individuals to enforce these obligations.

CSPs to the health research sector itself. See Cancer Genome Collaboratory, “Cloud computing for collaborative research,” online: <cancercollaboratory.org>. In the interest of full disclosure, authors of this article have been directly involved in the Collaboratory project.

Although arguably to a decreasing degree, as cloud infrastructure has now begun to be developed in the European Union. See e.g., Jeff Barr, “Now Open—AWS Germany (Frankfurt) Region—EC2, DynamoDB, S3, and Much More” (23 October 2014), AWS Official Blog (blog), online: <aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/aws-region-germany>.

See EC, Directive 95/46, supra note 45, art 25. This approach is being maintained in Article 41 of the General Data Protection Regulation (EC, Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation) [2012], online: <ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/document/2012/com_2012_11_en.pdf>, which is set to supercede the Directive.


See Schrems, supra note 3.

See section 5(b), below, “Assessing Protections under Foreign Laws.”
Contracts between custodians and CSPs (i.e., “cloud contracts”) are essential to ensuring effective protection of PHI in Canada. In the next section, we review the privacy and legal compliance issues in the cloud.

III. PRIVACY ISSUES IN THE CLOUD

While cloud computing promises to facilitate data-centric health research and healthcare, it remains challenging for custodians to contractually ensure the security and privacy of PHI in the cloud. Privacy and security risks in the cloud are not entirely novel, but come in new and complex combinations. They also present themselves to health custodians unfamiliar with advanced IT and service relationships. Here, we review privacy concerns arising from the technological, organizational, and multi-jurisdictional complexity of cloud computing. Subsequent sections in this article will discuss whether existing statutory and contractual privacy protections sufficiently address these concerns.

(a) Technological

The cloud employs a complex computing and networking architecture in order to offer cost efficiency, flexible scale, and remote access over the public Internet. This complex architecture presents arcane security risks, belied by the simple interfaces presented to users. CSPs typically store the data of multiple clients on a single server. An attack on or seizure of one client’s data may affect others. Delivering remote access over the public Internet risks online attacks, which are increasingly frequent and sophisticated. The privacy silver lining is that the uniformity of the CSPs’ computing environment enables better automation of security-management activities, and may centralize auditing and compliance functions. In addition, switching away from direct download toward remote access has the benefit of sequestering data in the cloud and limiting the number of copies in circulation.

---

60 Krebs, supra note 34 at 34; Canada Health Infoway supra note 17 at 20—24.
61 Andrea Peterson, “All Your Medical Data in the Cloud? Not So Fast, Says HHS Privacy Official” ThinkProgress (9 January 2013), online: <thinkprogress.org/health/2013/01/09/1422081/medical-data-privacy >.
62 NIST, Security & Privacy, supra note 6 at 37; Krebs, supra note 34 at 34—35.
63 NIST, Security & Privacy, supra note 6 at 10—11.
66 NIST, Security & Privacy, supra note 6 at 9.
architecture should be considered against the existing risks of internal computing environments.

However, “[c]loud providers can be reluctant to provide details of their security and privacy measures and status, however, since such information is often considered proprietary and might otherwise be used to devise an avenue of attack.”68 Security through obscurity conflicts with the privacy principle of transparent data-handling practices.69 Custodians cannot continuously monitor the CSP’s security without its cooperation, as key aspects of the computing environment are under the CSP’s exclusive control.70 The industry has developed a number of privacy and security standards.71 It is important that such standards are clearly addressed in cloud contracts.

(b) Organizational

The cloud may involve multiple hand-offs of personal information to subcontractors and between data centres, creating uncertainty about where data resides and who is responsible for ensuring privacy and security. Indeed, subcontracting is prevalent in the cloud.72 Many providers layer their services on top of the infrastructure of others. In service relationships generally, PHI is exposed to an expanded risk environment. This may be particularly true in the cloud, where information is not only transferred to and from the cloud, but also between multiple intra-cloud locations. Outsourcing expands the circle of insiders on whom privacy protection depends to include the CSP staff and subcontractors, and potentially even other cloud clients when, for example, information is stored in a multi-tenant environment.73 CSPs may also attract increased attention by entities that aim to breach safeguards as valuable information becomes concentrated in their data centres.74 On the other hand, CSPs have a larger capacity to invest and specialize in IT security; to employ

67 Ibid at 10.
70 NIST, Security & Privacy, supra note 6 at 20.
71 For further information, industry standards for cloud and network privacy and security are detailed in the Cloud Security Alliance, “Cloud Controls Matrix Working Group” (Cloud Security Alliance, 2014), online: <https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/group/cloud-controls-matrix>.
72 US, Executive Office of the President, President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, Report to the President: Big Data and Privacy: A Technological Perspective (Washington, D.C.: Executive Office of the President, 2015) at 3.3.1—3.3.2.
73 NIST, Security & Privacy, supra note 6 at 18.
74 Ibid at 29.
state-of-the-art encryption, firewall, and auditing techniques; to update practices to keep pace with ever-emerging vulnerabilities; and to rely on personnel who can specialize in implementing internationally recognized good security and privacy practices.

Outsourcing PHI processing and storage also raises questions about reliability of service and data integrity, especially when the service relationship terminates, either in the course of business or when the CSP goes bankrupt. Since at least 2007, cloud services such as Zimki, Nirvanix, and Google Health have withdrawn their services on short notice, forcing clients to quickly find a means to migrate their data to an alternative provider. A Quebec lawsuit in 2014 was launched after a service provider deleted data belonging to a client who refused to pay an additional fee to have the dynamic cloud data exported to a usable file format. Cloud clients need an exit strategy to ensure they are able to recover their data; to limit the CSP’s data access rights; and to ensure that the CSP securely purges their data, including backup or redundant copies.

The central privacy issue for custodians in a cloud service relationship is that they cede significant control to a CSP over:

i. the PHI,
ii. the privacy and security parameters, and
iii. the ability to verify and monitor the implementation and effectiveness of these parameters.

The principal-agent problem arises in relationships where the client and the CSP’s incentives or obligations to ensure privacy and security differ. The problem of divergent incentives is likely to be stark where the CSP imposes standard form Terms of Service, reserves the right to modify terms unilaterally, disclaims liability, or where its cost for failed enforcement is lower than the cost of meeting the contractual standards. The client may be able to ensure that the information will receive comparable protection in the cloud as it would otherwise through contract, independent certification, compliance review, or by requiring a demonstration of the CSPs’ capabilities. Comprehensive best practices relating to the service relationship in the cloud are available from the Cloud Security
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Alliance, a non-profit organization that develops best practices. In short, the cloud contract is a key tool to ensure adequate safeguards and to re-establish custodian control and oversight.

(c) Jurisdictional

The “cloud” is an apt analogy for distributed, internationally dispersed, remotely accessible computing. Data may either cross borders when transferred to a foreign CSP, or cross “within” the cloud, between various facilities of a multi-national CSP and its subcontractors. These internal transfers are typically carried out for quality-of-service related reasons, namely for security, back-ups, support, and cost efficiency. Transfers within the cloud can also occur between CSPs and subcontracted CSPs in foreign jurisdictions. Users from a foreign jurisdiction also may be allowed to download or remotely access data in the cloud. Taken individually, none of these cross-border transfers are new, and cross-border data transfer has been discussed in the legal literature for over 40 years. Information has long been outsourced for processing, transferred within multinational corporations, and shared between researchers. But it is the routine automation, combination, and abstraction of such transfers that make the cloud a focal point for these concerns. The cloud also exacerbates confusion about categories of cross-border data flows because it is becoming difficult to distinguish between actively transmitting data and passively making it available. International data sharing is also prominent in genomic research, where combining datasets across borders can increase sample size, improve statistical power, and accelerate findings. This data-sharing culture has been supported by a global infrastructure of international research consortia and public research platforms. In a sense, it is borderless-ness itself that attracts health researchers to the cloud. But privacy concerns have led to restrictions on international flows in Canada and elsewhere, which present a serious barrier to international research collaborations.

PHI transferred to a foreign jurisdiction is vulnerable to compelled disclosure under that jurisdiction’s law, notably for surveillance purposes by foreign law enforcement. Compelled disclosure cannot be prevented through contractual means. CSPs are a key target of compelled disclosure because of their increasingly comprehensive stores of valuable information and because the
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“architecture of the Cloud allows...surveillance to be accomplished with less cost and effort, and more surreptitiously.”89 Because customer data is often separated logically rather than physically, seizure of hardware targeting one customer may, as a consequence, incidentally affect others. A recent trend among CSPs to mitigate their customers’ fears is to publicly report on the degree to which they are affected by these practices.90 More significant would be initiatives such as the EU—U.S. data protection “umbrella agreement”, which aims to place at least minimal restrictions on compelled disclosure to authorities.91

Data transfer to a foreign jurisdiction also makes it difficult for individuals and custodians to enforce privacy related obligations, or for national privacy authorities to monitor and enforce compliance.92 It may already be unclear what laws apply in multi-jurisdictional research, and the cloud’s nascent stage and porous character adds to this uncertainty.93 Cloud use complicates ascertaining the applicable law to settle contractual disputes (where the contract is silent) and for determining the proper jurisdictions for a participant to launch a complaint against a CSP.94

Privacy concerns may discourage CSPs from accepting uncertain liability, health sector custodians from adopting cloud services, and individuals from partaking in services or research involving the cloud. In the next section, we identify gaps where the Canadian privacy laws fail to address these privacy concerns.

IV. REGULATORY AND LEGISLATIVE GAPS IN PRIVACY PROTECTION

Accountable outsourcing to the cloud in the Canadian health sector is undermined by the limited role of legislation in specifying:

1. how responsibilities are divided between custodian and CSP;
2. when foreign legal regimes allow “comparable protection” to be provided at all; and
3. how the Fair Information Practice principle of transparency translates into specific duties in the cloud.

89 Krebs, supra note 34 at 46.
90 See e.g., Google, “Google Transparency Report,” online: <google.com/transparencyreport/userdatarequests/legalprocess>.
93 Simkevitz, supra note 7.
94 Krebs, supra note 34 at 50; OPC, “Reaching for the Clouds,” supra note 34.
A sophisticated cloud contract is essential to address these uncertainties.

(a) Balancing Custodian and CSP Responsibilities

The primary challenge to privacy and security in the cloud is appropriately dividing responsibility between custodians and CSPs. Depending on the deployment model (see Table 2), CSPs may exercise overwhelming control over personal information, privacy and security safeguards, and monitoring of those safeguards.95 A fair balance of responsibilities is not guaranteed through cloud contracts where the researcher and CSP do not have equal bargaining power, and where the CSP reserves the right to unilaterally modify terms of their agreement.

A sharp distinction is drawn between custodian and service provider under Canadian laws. The minimal duties imposed on CSPs across Canada are to limit use to authorized purposes and to install privacy safeguards. Statutes may impose these conditions directly on CSPs, and/or indirectly by requiring custodians to establish outsourcing contracts. Where service providers illegally process PHI outside the custodian’s instructions, they are regulated directly as custodians.96 This follows the same principle as the one in play in the context of a limited partnership, where as soon as one of the limited partners begins to exert a managerial role within the partnership, that partner immediately becomes liable for the partnership’s debts as a general partner.97 The CSP becomes responsible for compliance with custodians’ obligations.98 But given the complex, dynamic exchange of data and provision of services in the cloud, it is difficult to assess when the CSP steps outside of authorized purposes.99 Indeed, a CSP may unilaterally determine many of the technical processes carried out on data, such as creating copies and transferring them across borders for back-up purposes. When do such processes fall outside custodians’ instructions?

One legislative approach for balancing obligations between custodians and service providers is to impose a distinct set of privacy duties on service providers directly. This approach is espoused by the European Commission, which recommends better balancing of legislative obligations for controllers and processors in the cloud context.100 But direct statutory regulation tends to be inflexible, while an optimal allocation of responsibility will vary greatly

95 Canada Health Infoway, supra note 17.
96 OPC, “Reaching for the Clouds,” supra note 34 at 7.
97 See e.g., Limited Partnerships Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. L.16, s. 13(1): “[a] limited partner is not liable as a general partner unless . . . the limited partner takes part in the control of the business.”
99 Krebs, supra note 34 at 42.
100 EC, Opinion 05/2012, supra note 51 at 23.
depending on the context of the cloud relationship. In IaaS, the argument is stronger that clients should be primarily accountable. The challenge of appropriately dividing responsibility is further complicated by fast-moving technological change, and the prevalence of subcontracting in the cloud industry. The effectiveness of direct regulation of CSPs is also limited across borders.

The current Canadian approach relies heavily on the “accountability principle”. Under PIPEDA, this principle requires that when a custodian transfers PHI to a third party, the custodian must employ “contractual or other means to provide a comparable level of protection” to that which is owed by the custodian. Provincial health statutes mandate that custodians must conclude a contract with the CSP. As a consequence, accountability prohibits custodians from using the cloud where comparable protection cannot be provided. It requires custodians to make a number of choices in the cloud context:

- whether to use the cloud at all;
- what types of data to move to the cloud;
- what deployment model to adopt; and
- what specific CSP(s) to engage.

More guidance or requirements are needed to inform such decisions. Specific statutory requirements—e.g., requiring custodians to conduct privacy impact assessments before adopting a new practice—can reinforce accountability. On a second level, accountability requires the establishment of the custodian-CSP agreement that ensures comparable safeguards are in place and that custodial control and oversight are maintained. Given the possible longevity of such relationships, periodic privacy impact assessments, monitoring, and audits might also be needed as contractual terms.
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(b) Assessing Protections under Foreign Laws

Transfer of PHI not only to another organization, but to one in a foreign jurisdiction, raises distinct accountability issues. First, it may be practically more difficult for custodians to enforce agreements with CSPs governed under foreign laws and courts. Second, determining the jurisdiction of the Canadian Privacy Commissioner over organizations based outside Canada is complex. 106 Third, PHI transferred to foreign jurisdictions is subject to compelled disclosure provisions under foreign laws, most notably in the context of government surveillance. These provisions typically trump contractual safeguards and could adversely affect the privacy of Canadians. In addition, the very notion of a cloud company or PHI being in a foreign jurisdiction is blurred. Is it the jurisdiction in which the CSP does most of its work? Where the data are kept? The site of the CSP’s corporate headquarters? Any place where the CSP keeps significant assets? In Canada, accountability requires that custodians determine if privacy protection provided by the laws of a foreign jurisdiction is comparable to that of Canada. 107 But should these determinations really be left to custodians, rather than government or individuals?

In Europe, it is either the national data protection authority or the data subject who typically decides whether an international transfer is acceptable. The EU data protection framework restricts international transfers to processors in jurisdictions outside the EU whose laws the European Commission has not deemed “adequate.” Transfer may also proceed with the unambiguous consent of the data subject. In stark contrast to the European approach, Canada’s PIPEDA does not explicitly distinguish between transfer to local CSPs and those in foreign jurisdictions. The OPC has offered interpretive guidance that, “at the very least, a company in Canada that outsources information processing to the United States should notify its customers that the information may be available to the U.S. government or its agencies under a lawful order made in that country”. 108 This minimalist right to notification (and opt-out) falls short of the European requirement of unambiguous consent of the “data subject”. Quebec’s private sector privacy law is unique in specifically requiring individuals be notified of the place where their PHI is sent if outside Quebec. 109

106 A “real and substantial connection” test is applied. See, e.g., Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, “PIPEDA Report of Findings @2015-002: Website that Generates Revenue by Republishing Canadian Court Decisions and Allowing them to be Indexed by Search Engines Contravened PIPEDA” (OPC, 15 June 2015), online: <https://www.priv.gc.ca/cf-dc/2015/2015_002_0605_e.asp>.


In some provinces, governments do have a say whether extra-jurisdictional transfer is acceptable. This is limited to PHI held by public bodies in British Columbia, Nova Scotia, and Alberta. In British Columbia and Nova Scotia, PHI held by public bodies cannot be transferred across borders without the individual’s consent or ministerial approval.\textsuperscript{110} Alberta’s \textit{FIPPA} and \textit{HIA} do not directly restrict transfers, but do make it an offence to answer to compelled disclosures not authorized by Alberta law.\textsuperscript{111} Under the accountability principle, would this not effectively prohibit extra-territorial PHI transfer by public bodies or health custodians altogether?

With the Edward Snowden revelations\textsuperscript{112} and the European Court of Justice’s decision invalidating the EU-U.S. Safe Harbour Agreement due to mass government surveillance with limited judicial remedy,\textsuperscript{113} the spotlight is currently on international data transfer. Despite being in a similar position to Europe, as Canada is “a leading consumer but laggard in service provision”,\textsuperscript{114} Canadian policy debate is surprisingly silent on cross-border issues. Once again, rules and guidance for when custodians can transfer PHI abroad are needed, and contractual requirements can also help mitigate unjustified intrusions of Canadians’ privacy under foreign law.

\textbf{(c) Meeting Transparency Obligations through Specific Contractual Requirements}

How does the cloud impact the realization the Fair Information Practice principle of openness? This principle is an important reference for custodians assessing whether a cloud contract offers comparable protection. The custodian’s duty of openness, in particular, is threatened in the cloud.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{109} Quebec’s \textit{PPIPS}, supra note 36, s. 8(3).
  \item \textsuperscript{110} \textit{Personal Information International Disclosure Protection Act}, S.N.S. 2006, c. 3, s. 5(1); \textit{Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act}, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 165, s. 33.2 (in 2014, however, the Information & Privacy Commissioner of British Columbia issued updated guidance allowing public bodies to store data outside the jurisdiction when a technique called tokenization is appropriately employed, the implication being that this approach complies with the law because tokenization pseudonymizes the portion of personal data that is stored outside of the province. See Office of the Information & Privacy Commissioner for British Columbia, “Updated Guidance on the Storage of Information Outside of Canada by Public Bodies” (Victoria: OIPCBC, 16 June 2014), online: <oipc.bc.ca/public-comments/1649>.
  \item \textsuperscript{111} \textit{Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act}, R.S.A. 2000, c. F-25, s. 92(3); Alberta’s \textit{HIA}, supra note 5, s. 107(5.1); see also Power, supra note 4 at 7.22—7.23.
  \item \textsuperscript{113} Schrems, supra note 3.
\end{itemize}
Custodians are required to make specific information about PHI management policies and practices “readily available” to individuals in an understandable form. How should this duty extend to the CSP? Custodians cannot be open with individuals about data handling practices unless information about the CSP’s privacy and security practices is readily available to the custodian. Indeed, custodians should be able to “confirm what happens to [PHI] after it is provided to a third-party service provider”. But CSPs may believe that openness comes at the cost of security, as it gives insight into security mechanisms to potential attackers. Information security experts insist that to achieve “security through obscurity” in this way is undesirable and ineffective. Custodians also need to know about subcontracting practices and ensure subcontractors adhere to the conditions in the cloud contract. Ideally, the custodian should be asked to consent to subcontracting or should at least be notified in a timely fashion. Specific information about subcontractors could include the names, locations, and accountability measures in place. If public disclosure of subcontracting practices creates a security risk, disclosure could be made to the custodian in a general manner or under a non-disclosure agreement.

Breach notification requirements were raised under the 2013 OECD Data Protection Guidelines, and recently incorporated into PIPEDA. They typically require custodians to notify individuals or privacy authorities (or service providers to notify custodians) of a breach that may adversely affect individuals. The purposes of these requirements are to increase openness of an organization’s information handling practices, support individuals’ right to informational self-determination, strengthen best practices, and improve the general public’s awareness of the gravity and scale of breaches. Breach notification is currently required in four Canadian jurisdictions.
• Ontario’s PHIPA requires that a custodian notify an individual at the first reasonable opportunity if PHI is stolen, lost, or accessed without authorization. In addition, an agent must notify a custodian of a breach.

• Alberta’s PIPA requires that a custodian notify the Alberta Privacy Commissioner where there is a real risk of significant harm, without unreasonable delay.

• Newfoundland’s PHIA requires reporting of a “material” breach to privacy authorities.

• In British Columbia, breach notification of authorities is not required, but is encouraged.

Attention also needs to be given to who will determine if a breach is “material.” Where custodians have breach notification obligations, accountability dictates that these obligations and the specific conditions which trigger them are clearly articulated in cloud contracts.

V. GAPS IN PRIVACY PROTECTION IN CLOUD CONTRACTS

To support our legislative analysis, we also reviewed the current contractual practices of six CSPs of various sizes based in the U.S., Canada and the EU. Because some of these contracts were acquired during confidential negotiations, we have omitted the names of the CSPs.

We have identified a number of gaps in the privacy protection provided by their Terms of Service. Our review addressed five questions:

1. What restrictions exist on international data transfer?
2. Which law(s) apply to PHI in clouds?
3. Who is responsible for PHI in clouds?
4. What is regulated as PHI in clouds?
5. What privacy protection is currently provided?

We have made recommendations elsewhere about how these gaps can be addressed by the contracting parties. However, given the imbalance of
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bargaining power in favour of large CSPs with respect to all but the largest of their clients, and CSPs’ preference for standard form contracts, at least some of these gaps can only be addressed top-down through regulation.

(a) What Privacy Protection is Currently Provided?

Multiple providers cited secure sockets layer (SSL) encryption as their protection mechanism of choice, but this bears only on data in transit, not data at rest, and is thus generally insufficient. While several organizations have promoted the establishment of cloud privacy standards,¹³⁰ these were not referenced by the Terms of Service we reviewed. Other than the legislatively driven U.S. HIPAA Business Associate Agreement requirements, the vast majority of protections referenced in the various CSP Terms of Service are industry driven, and none are Canadian per se.¹³¹ No CSPs made contractual commitments to meet or maintain these standards.

(b) What is Regulated as PHI in Clouds?

Four of six providers did not include custodian’s data in their definition of personal information. In effect, these CSPs do not acknowledge that they are processors of personal information on behalf of the custodian. Would these contracts meet the minimum contractual requirement for service contracts to limit use to authorized purposes? One might infer that the decision not to include custodian content in the definition of personal information may be tied to the type of service being provided. For example, access to researcher content differs between CSPs providing SaaS and IaaS, the latter of which is more often used by researchers and largely the focus of the cloud implementations addressed in this article. In the former, the CSP would necessarily be actively involved in the data management, whereas in the latter, the provider may have no role whatsoever. An analogy for IaaS may be that of a storage locker. The entity renting out the locker does not maintain control over the content of the locker. Similarly, in IaaS, the CSP, in effect, provides a virtual box in which custodians may store their content. The CSP would not actively engage with such contents (at least not by design) and would therefore not be able to, for example, encrypt the contents. This may be the logic behind why providers do not include obligations to protect PHI.


¹³¹ BSA Software Alliance, “2013 BSA Global Cloud Computing Scorecard: Country: Canada” (2013) at 2, online: <cloudscorecard.bsa.org/2013/assets/PDFs/country_reports/Country_Report_Canada.pdf> : “Canada has not yet issued any formal guidelines, standards, or regulations regarding cloud computing security. However, Canadian organizations may be influenced by relevant standards being developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in the United States.”
However, just as the entity renting out the storage locker may prevent the owner from accessing it, or may maintain a master key to access its contents, so too does the CSP have a super user account enabling the CSP to stop and start access, and possibly to read or modify the data. Some CSP personnel may also have such access even where it is relegated to those on a “need-to-know” basis. This weakens the argument that the CSP is not processing PHI. For health custodians, the primary concern is individuals’ PHI placed in the cloud. Indeed, in research, the efficient analysis of vast datasets of individual data is the main driver behind seeking a cloud-based solution. For this reason, a definition of PHI that does not include custodian data presents a significant gap in the approach to its regulation and, ultimately, its protection.

(c) Who is Responsible for PHI in Clouds?

All the CSPs reviewed limit their privacy obligations to PHI they collect about their clients, excluding PHI contained within client data. This leaves the custodian solely responsible for PHI in the cloud. Again, this presents a pronounced risk to privacy, especially where the custodian stores large genomic datasets. Researchers, as custodians, are accountable for participant PHI throughout the data lifecycle. Custodian obligations ought to extend to CSPs—both obligations to safeguard PHI and obligations arising where such safeguards fail, including breach notification, indemnification, and acceptance of liability for damages caused by the CSP’s negligence or misconduct. Again, the role of the CSP will differ depending on the service model. However, absent appropriate contractual provisions requiring specific safeguards, addressing breach notification, and recognizing CSP liability, it is unclear whether custodians can ensure that participant privacy is adequately protected in the cloud.

(d) Which Law(s) Apply to PHI in Clouds?

Extraterritoriality and enforceability have always been challenges in the online world. Some of the earliest cases coincided with the growth of the modern Internet dating back to the mid-'90s. But while the early days saw an Internet that connected two points with a largely passive network in between such points, cloud computing enables processing in multiple locations. In such cases there may be several legal systems with potential relevance to the contract. Today, it is much easier to argue that any law may apply, provided it is connected to the activity of interest. In the cloud, potentially any node found along the path of a given computation or transmission may also provide enough of a connection to
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assert jurisdiction. While there is good reason for the parties to contractually submit to the jurisdiction of the CSP, good argument can also be made that the law of the custodian’s or individuals’ jurisdiction should apply. Where this cannot be done, accountability requires that the custodian consider if additional duties derived from local laws need to be imposed through contract.

(e) What Restrictions Exist on International Data Transfer?

The issues raised by international data transfer are not dissimilar to those of application of law. The problem with international data transfer is that, as mentioned earlier, where a site has a connection to the data, the application of that site’s law may follow. In other words, if the researcher’s data is moved from a data centre in Canada to one in the U.S., U.S. law may apply. In addition to lack of certainty around the applicable law, data might be subject to law enforcement requests from agencies in other jurisdictions. These issues are exacerbated further where there is no notice requirement by the CSP either in advance of an international transfer, or in advance of a request by law enforcement for access to the data.

Elsewhere we have provided best practice recommendations for contracting in the cloud, and have created a checklist for cloud contracting for genomic researchers.134 These resources can help healthcare providers, researchers, and CSPs alike ensure the privacy of Canadians is protected in the cloud. Legal reform also will be necessary to promote privacy in the cloud, and, as we argue in the next section, must be carried out in a harmonized manner.

VI. DISCREPANCIES ACROSS PROVINCES AFFECTING INTEROPERABILITY OF CLOUD CONTRACTS

This section identifies discrepancies between Canadian laws applying to PHI. Such discrepancies create confusion over already vague standards and raise doubts about the interoperability of cloud contracts across provinces. The cloud business model underlying scalability and cost effectiveness relies on standard service offerings framed by standard form contracts. Even where arguably technical, these discrepancies make it difficult to be sure that a given cloud contract is legally compliant across provinces. Uncertainty over compliance, especially given the small size of some provincial health sectors, may discourage companies from crafting Canadian-specific contracts. They are more likely to espouse a “take it or leave it” approach (such as “HIPAA” compliant services in Canada). Such an approach imposes a heavy burden of compliance assessment on custodians, who remain accountable for PHI transferred to the cloud.


(a) Definition of “Identifiable”

It is increasingly uncertain when information, particularly health information, is considered “identifiable” and thus governed by privacy laws. This uncertainty is of great concern to the research community, which has traditionally relied heavily on de-identification, thereby avoiding the application of privacy laws. Uncertainty over de-identification is particularly acute in genetics because every individual has a unique genetic make-up. The genome is akin to a bar code, a unique tracing tag for an individual. Researchers have demonstrated that it is technically possible to detect an individual’s presence within pooled genotype data, such as the aggregated results of genomic studies. Concerns have centred on the risk of re-identification from de-identified genetic databases or study results. It is feared that an individual will be identified within a dataset, and that potentially sensitive health information about that individual will be revealed. What is “identifiable” is also a moving target:

as more and more personal information is collected about individuals and disseminated in various public sources and fora, there is an increasing likelihood that the information could be aggregated, cross-referenced, and linked in order to re-identify previously de-identified records.

In the cloud, encryption and access controls further complicate the legal determination of whether information is identifiable.

To complicate the matter, the legal definition of “identifiable” varies between Canadian provinces. Some do not define the term or define it in a circular manner (e.g., “[i]nformation about an identifiable individual”). Others consider information to be “identifiable” if it “allows identification,” if identity is “readily ascertainable,” or if identification is “reasonably foreseeable.” Still others
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explicitly include indirect identifiers (those that need to be combined with other information to identify an individual) in the definition. Some statutes define and specifically exempt “de-identified” information from the definition of identifiable, even though by definition it is information that has been rendered non-identifiable. As a particularly confusing example, article 1 of Prince Edward Island’s HIA defines “identifying” by one legal standard (reasonably foreseeable), and “de-identified” by another (identity cannot be “readily ascertained”).

Canadian health researchers must contend with yet more definitions. The Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (TCPS), applies only to research on human subjects. This definition includes research involving personally identifiable information. However, the TCPS goes on to discuss privacy risks along a spectrum from identifiable to coded to anonymized to anonymous, and requires researchers to employ safeguards proportionate to the risk of re-identification. The TCPS definitions of coded and anonymized (respectively, the reversible/irreversible removal of direct identifiers) differs from the definition of de-identified in Canadian health sector laws (i.e., information rendered non-identifiable). Coding and anonymization are essential technical safeguards for privacy in research, but applying these processes does not necessarily resolve the question of whether the TCPS continues to apply. Other questions remain unanswered: does “identifiability” depend on who can (or could foreseeably) access the information? Consider the case where identifiers are removed from genetic information and replaced with a code. The genetic information remains identifiable to the researcher with the code, but may not be identifiable for a researcher with only the coded information.

An emerging approach recognizing the limits of de-identification is to simply prohibit re-identification. This strategy could be adopted by custodians for cloud contracts (or even by Canadian legislators). HIPAA requires that researchers accessing information that is de-identified under a Safe Harbour exception commit data custodians to “[n]ot identify the information or contact the individuals”. A U.S. Federal Trade Commission Report on consumer privacy
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proposes that commercial data be excluded if “the company commits publicly not to re-identify it and, further, ensures through contractual or other mechanisms that downstream users keep the data in a de-identified form.”

New Zealand is considering explicitly prohibiting re-identifying data. The Global Alliance for Genomics and Health, an international coalition of individuals and institutions implicated in genomic medicine and research, stipulates in its Responsible Data Sharing Framework that its members should not attempt to re-identify participants in genomic research with de-identified data.

Court decisions and OPC interpretations offer some guidance as to what is identifiable information. But it is unclear if this guidance applies across all statutes. We concur therefore with the findings of an expert task force that has recommended “a consistent national approach to what kinds of information should be removed from health data to make [it] de-identifiable” under Canadian law.

(b) Duty of Confidentiality

All provinces require that custodians protect the confidentiality of PHI through security measures, but the specificity of these requirements varies. As cloud contracts must ensure comparable protection, it would follow that the CSP is bound to respect such requirements, even detailed ones. These duties should also be passed on by the CSP to subcontractors, agents, and employees, and should survive the termination of contracts. In most provinces, statutes applying to PHI provide a briefly worded standard of confidentiality. Quebec’s PPIPS, for example, requires that security measures be taken throughout the
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lifecycle of PHI that “are reasonable given the sensitivity of the information, the purposes for which it is to be used, the quantity and distribution of the information and the medium on which it is stored.”152 In Alberta, regulations impose extensive duties of confidentiality on a health sector custodian. The custodian must establish a written record of all administrative, technical, and physical safeguards; designate a security officer; and periodically assess the safeguards.153 A cloud contract for the Canadian health sector would need to comply with the security requirements of the strictest province.

(c) Definition of Service Provider

Not all Canadian privacy laws explicitly define who or what constitutes a service provider, and different terms are used by those that do. PIPEDA does not define the term, but mentions “transfer[s] to . . . third part[ies] for processing” when discussing accountability.154 All Canadian health information statutes define or refer to “agent[s]”155 or “affiliate[s]”156 These terms are defined broadly to capture any third party that acts on behalf of a custodian for the purposes of the custodian,157 and in most cases includes employees.158 Agents are expressly permitted to process PHI on behalf of the custodian.159 Canadian health privacy laws also define service provider. An “information manager”160 or “information management service provider”161 is an entity that processes PHI for or provides information management or information technology services to a custodian. Information managers are typically treated as a subset of agent, and are thereby also permitted to receive and process PHI.

A number of health privacy laws distinguish between employees and service providers in order to impose stricter contractual requirements on the latter. Ontario’s PHIPA regulations refer to “a person who supplies services for the purpose of enabling a health information custodian to use electronic means to collect, use, modify, disclose, retain or dispose of personal health information, and who is not an agent of the custodian.”162 The stricter contractual

152 Quebec’s PIPS, supra note 36, s. 10; see also Ontario’s PHIPA, supra note 5, s. 12(1).
153 Alberta’s HIA, supra note 5, Health Information Regulations, Alta. Reg. 70/2001, s. 8(1) [Alberta’s HIA Regs].
154 PIPEDA, supra note 36, Schedule 1, 4.1.3.
155 New Brunswick’s PHIPA, supra note 5, s. 1; Newfoundland’s PHIA, supra note 5, s. 2(1)(a); Ontario’s PHIPA, supra note 5, s. 2; Nova Scotia’s PHIA, supra note 36, s. 3(a); Prince Edward Island’s HIA, supra note 36, s. 1(a).
156 Alberta’s HIA, supra note 5, s. 1(1)(a); Saskatchewan’s HIPA, supra note 36, s. 2(a).
157 See e.g., Ontario’s PHIPA, supra note 5, s. 2; Power, supra note 4 at 5.15.
158 Cf Manitoba’s PHIA, supra note 36.
159 Ontario’s PHIPA, supra note 5, s. 17.
160 Alberta’s HIA, supra note 5, s. 66(1); Manitoba’s PHIA, supra note 36, s. 1(1); New Brunswick’s PHIPA, supra note 5, s. 1; Newfoundland’s PHIA, supra note 5, s. 2(1)(l).
161 Saskatchewan’s HIPA, supra note 36, s. 2(j).
requirements imposed on service providers are discussed below. Ontario’s
PHIPA also defines an even more specific category: “health information network
provider” (HINP). A HINP is:

a person who provides services to two or more health information
custodians where the services are provided primarily to custodians to
enable the custodians to use electronic means to disclose personal
health information to one another, whether or not the person is an
agent of any of the custodians.

HINPs are subject to even more detailed contractual requirements, described
below.163

In Ontario, CSPs dealing with PHI would attract the stricter contractual
requirements of service provider and potentially, depending on the primary
purpose of the service, also those of HINPs. The existence of a separate regime
for HINPs, distinguished based on the networking service they provide, raises the
question of whether CSPs, or CSPs providing certain types of services, could be
similarly distinguished.

(d) Required Clauses in Service Provider Contracts

Cloud contracts are key to accountability and compliance. If custodians lack
sufficient bargaining power to impose comparable protection through
negotiation, however, they will be forced to choose between noncompliance
and forgoing the cloud. To relieve custodians of this dilemma, Canadian policy
makers should consider strengthening the statutory requirements for cloud
contracts. Beyond the basic conditions of limited use and confidentiality required
in outsourcing contracts, some Canadian health privacy statutes already require
additional contractual clauses. In Ontario and Newfoundland, health privacy
laws require that service providers ensure their privacy obligations are passed on
to employees or subcontractors.164 Alberta’s law has exceptionally detailed
conditions for an outsourcing agreement. An agreement must:

- identify the objective and principles of the agreement;
- identify permitted forms of processing;
- describe how access requests will be handled;
- describe how information will be protected;
- describe how information will be accessed; and
- describe how the agreement can be terminated.165

If the PHI leaves Alberta, the contract additionally must allow the custodian to
monitor compliance and contain remedies for non-compliance.166 Other
provinces require the outsourcing agreement to comply with regulations, but

162 Ontario’s PHIPA, supra note 5, General, O. Reg. 329/04, s. 6(1) [Ontario’s PHIPA Regs].
163 Ibid, s. 6(2).
164 Ibid, s. 6(1); Newfoundland’s PHIA, supra note 5, s. 22(5).
165 Alberta’s HIA Regs, supra note 153, s. 7(2).
have failed to issue regulations. These discrepancies seem a product of evolutionary drift as some jurisdictions update their laws more frequently than others, rather than purposeful design.

With the exception of HINPs, requirements for service provider contracts under Canadian health privacy laws are more formal than substantive: the contract must address certain issues, but there is no requirement as to how responsibility should be divided. Formal requirements work to promote transparency about how the parties will jointly address privacy, and in turn promote accountability. Indeed, having the CSP spell out the limits of its responsibility allows the custodian to better assess whether the CSP offers comparable protection. They also allow a flexible division of responsibilities. U.S. and EU laws, by contrast, have more extensive contractual requirements for service providers than Alberta or Ontario. Contracts must address the binding of employees and subcontractors, breach notification, notification of changes to law or compelled disclosure requests, prior consent for subcontracting, and even third party beneficiary clauses for data subjects. Given that contractual requirements are an important means of ensuring accountability in the cloud, it is concerning that Canadian provinces, to varying extents, inadequately address this in their legislation.

Exceptionally, in Ontario, contracts between PHI custodians and HINPs must include a number of substantive obligations. HINPs are required to notify the custodian of unauthorized processing or a breach; make publicly available a plain language description of their services and safeguards appropriate for informing individuals; make publicly available directives, guidelines, or policies that apply to the HINPs (unless commercially sensitive); keep records of all access to PHI from the network and all transfers over the network, provide written privacy and security assessments; and bind subcontractors. This distinct regime, applicable to services that primarily provide networking between two custodians, is unique under Canadian law. Could the HINP regime present a potential model for distinguishing a regime specific to CSPs? This direction is unlikely, considering the diversity of purposes for which CSPs are used. In addition, a cloud specific regime may fail to provide sufficient flexibility. In situations where a lesser degree of control over PHI is ceded to the CSP (e.g.,
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166 *Ibid*, s. 8(4).

167 Saskatchewan’s *HIPA*, supra note 36, s. 63(1)(j); Manitoba’s *PHIA*, supra note 36, s. 25(3); Newfoundland’s *PHIA*, supra note 5, s. 22(2); New Brunswick’s *PHIPA*, supra note 5, s. 52(3).


169 Ontario’s *PHIPA Regs*, supra note 162, s. 6(3).
IaaS), applying extensive substantive requirements on CSPs would be disproportionate and inappropriate.

(e) Accountability Standard

Privacy laws across Canada, “in one form or another, embody the principle that organizations are accountable for the [PHI] in their custody and control.”170 Under PIPEDA, the accountability standard for transfers to third parties is providing “a comparable level of protection” through contractual or other means.171 British Columbia’s PIPA simply states that “[a]n organization is responsible for personal information under its control, including personal information that is not in the custody of the organization.”172 A written agreement with an information manager under New Brunswick’s PHIPA or Newfoundland’s PHIA must simply “provide for” the protection of the PHI.173 Quebec’s PPIPS has the most stringent accountability standard, requiring custodians to take “all reasonable steps” to safeguard the privacy of personal information.174 Is this variation merely terminological, or do custodians in some provinces have a heightened duty to assess the risks of transfers to third parties and foreign jurisdictions?175

(f) Transfer = “Use” or “Disclosure”?

Canadian privacy laws typically permit transfers to a service provider, where certain conditions are met, by characterizing such a transfer as a “use” rather than a “disclosure.” This is strange, as the common meaning of transfer is more closely related to disclosure than to use. But this counter-intuitive characterization is needed to permit transfer where the custodian already has permission to use PHI for a given purpose. Treating transfer as a “use” also clarifies that the service provider is not a custodian in respect of the PHI: if there is no disclosure, there is no corresponding collection.176 PIPEDA does not explicitly characterize a transfer to a service provider as a use, but this was done by OPC interpretive guidance.177 Several health privacy laws clarify that a

170 Kosseim, Kardash & Penta, supra note 35 at 210.
171 PIPEDA, supra note 36, Schedule 1, 4.1.3.
172 British Columbia’s PIPA, supra note 49, s. 4(2).
173 New Brunswick’s PHIPA, supra note 5, s. 52(3); Newfoundland’s PHIA, supra note 5, s. 22(2).
174 Quebec’s PPIPS, supra note 36, s. 17.
176 See e.g., Alberta’s HIA, supra note 5, s. 66(7); Saskatchewan’s HIPA, supra note 36, s. 18(5); Manitoba’s PHIA, supra note 36, s. 25(5).
transfer to an agent is a “use” not a “disclosure.” By contrast, Alberta’s HIA does not classify transfer as a use or a disclosure, but rather as a sui generis transaction that does not require consent. Counter-intuitive and discrepant classifications of “transfer” across provinces are confusing, and highlight that categories of processing underpinning Canadian privacy laws (collection, use, disclosure) are antiquated.

(g) Access for Health Research

Like service providers, Canadian privacy laws also permit transfers to researchers without individual consent under certain conditions. Several important variations between conditions across Canadian provinces have been canvassed in-depth by an expert panel of the Council of Canadian Academies. Discrepancies include the type of body that must approve the research (e.g., ethics review board or privacy commissioner), situations where consent can be foregone (e.g., impracticable), and the contractual terms to be included in a custodian-researcher agreement. In data-centric sciences, such as genomics, the cloud is an attractive platform for providing access to research data across wide geographies. These discrepancies may concern researchers engaging CSPs to share research data across Canada.

(h) Summary

There are many discrepancies across Canadian privacy laws that apply to PHI. In many cases, these discrepancies are technical or terminological. In some cases, the discrepancies are substantive and indicate that privacy protections are weaker in some provinces. Requirements for custodian-service provider agreements are not detailed, except in Ontario and Alberta. Provincially applicable rulings and interpretations may exacerbate discrepancies in the black letter of provincial regulatory frameworks. Even where discrepancies are technical, they can create confusion. To give but one example, the European Commission’s Article 29 Data Protection Working Party assessed PIPEDA as “adequate” for the purposes of transferring Europeans’ personal data to commercial entities in Canada governed by that statute, but more recently reached a negative finding for Quebec’s private sector law, even though it was deemed substantially similar by an Order-in-Council, and arguably offers
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178 Nova Scotia’s PHIA, supra note 36, s. 29(2); Ontario’s PHIPA, supra note 5, s. 6(1); Ontario’s PHIPA Regs, supra note 162, s. 6(4) (transfer to non-agent goods, service provider).
179 Alberta’s HIA, supra note 5, s. 66(3).
180 Council of Canadian Academies, supra note 49.
181 The Federal government declared Quebec’s legislation substantially similar to PIPEDA in 2003. See Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, “Legal information related to PIPEDA: Substantially Similar Provincial Legislation” (OPC, 2003), online: <https://www.priv.gc.ca/leg_c/legislation/leg-rp_030611_e.asp#provincial>. For discussion, see Jennifer Stoddart, Benny Chan & Yann Joly, “The European Union’s
higher protection than PIPEDA. To be cost-effective in the relatively small Canadian healthcare and health research market, CSPs need to develop standard contracts that are legally compliant across jurisdictions.

VII. CONCLUSION

This article has discussed three growing gaps in legal protection where accountability for PHI in the cloud is at risk. First, Canadian privacy and health privacy laws do not clarify how obligations are to be divided between custodians and CSPs. Second, the challenge of assessing the risks of cross-border transfers in Canada is largely left to custodians, who may not be well-equipped for the task. Third, CSP data handling and security practices are obscure, threatening the privacy principle of transparency. Moreover, our review of CSP Terms of Service revealed that these legislative gaps are not rectified by standard form cloud contracts typically on offer. Legislative intervention is therefore recommended to ensure cloud services are available to support genomic research and medicine in a manner that adequately protects the privacy of Canadian participants and patients. This may be achieved through more prescriptive legislation that establishes detailed requirements for contracts between custodians and service providers. In addition, appropriate (but not overly restrictive) conditions for cross-border transfers of PHI could also be considered.

Legislative efforts to protect privacy could also be reinforced by improved cloud contracting practices. We have provided detailed recommendations for custodians and for CSPs on how to improve cloud contracts elsewhere. Briefly, custodians should ensure that cloud contracts include comprehensive technical, administrative, and physical safeguards clauses meeting industry standards and subject to periodic, independent audits. Custodians should ensure that contractual obligations imposed on CSPs extend to their employees and subcontractors. The CSP should be bound to ensure the availability of service and the integrity of data during the full lifecycle of data processing. Adequate notice periods should be provided for suspension of or changes to services, such as the location of data storage. Finally, the CSP should assume liability for damages resulting from its own negligence or misconduct.

We also recommend that efforts to enhance legislative protections for privacy in the cloud be harmonized across jurisdictions. A host of discrepancies already exist between Canadian privacy laws, concerning:


182 Gratton, supra note 175: “Q: When is adequacy never adequate? A. When Québec’s data protection law is considered ‘inadequate’ for Europe.”

183 See Thorogood et al, supra note 129, and Centre of Genomics and Policy, supra note 134.

184 In the case of IaaS, audit may be largely limited to the physical premises of the CSP.
When is data transferred to the cloud considered identifiable, and thus governed by privacy law?
How exactly are CSPs defined?
When is transfer of PHI to the cloud prohibited?
What provisions must be included in a cloud contract?
How can these contracts be monitored and enforced by custodians?
And how can Canadian patients and research participants enforce their privacy rights in the cloud?

Without a harmonized effort, discrepancies may become more pronounced and privacy protections put more at risk.

It appears that the future of healthcare and health research will involve genomics, big data and, of course, cloud computing. In order to ensure privacy is not compromised, and to enhance transparency and accountability in the cloud, regulators should provide clear rules of engagement for custodians and CSPs.

### Appendix 1: Table of Key Privacy Statutes in Canada

|------------------|---|
|                   | Privacy Regulations, SOR/83-508.
|                   | Privacy Act Extension Order, No. 1, SOR/83-553.
|                   | Privacy Act Extension Order, No. 2, SOR/89-206.
|                   | Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, S.C. 2000, c. 5.
|                   | Organizations in the Province of British Columbia Exemption Order, SOR/2004-220.
|                   | Organizations in the Province of Quebec Exemption Order, SOR/2003-374.
|                   | Personal Health Information Custodians in Newfoundland and Labrador Exemption Order, SI/2012-72.
| British Columbia  | Personal Information Protection Act, S.B.C. 2003, c. 63.
|                   | Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy
### Protection of Health Information in the Cloud

**Alberta**
- **Personal Information Protection Act**, S.A. 2003, c. P-6.5.

**Saskatchewan**
  - **Health Information Protection Regulations**, R.R.S., c. H-0.021, Reg. 1.

**Manitoba**
- **The Personal Health Information Act**, S.M. 2013, c. 22.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Act</th>
<th>R.S.</th>
<th>Regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Personal Health Information Protection Act</em>, 2004, S.O. 2004, c. 3, Schedule A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>General</em>, O. Reg. 329/04.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Quality of Care Information Protection Act</em>, 2004, S.O. 2004, c. 3, Schedule B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Definition of “Quality of Care Committee,”</em> O. Reg. 297/04.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Regulation respecting public bodies that must refuse to release or to confirm the existence of certain information</em>, C.Q.L.R., c. A-2.1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Regulation respecting the information that institutions must provide to the Minister of Health and Social Services</em>, C.Q.L.R., c. S-4.2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Civil Code of Québec</em>, S.Q. 1991, c. 64.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Personal Health Information Privacy and Access Act</em>, S.N.B. 2009, c. P-7.05.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>General Regulation</em>, N.B. Reg. 2010-112.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province</td>
<td>Legislation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
                          |   - General Regulations, P.E.I. Reg. EC564/02.  
                          |   - Health Information Act, S.P.E.I. 2014, c. 31 [not yet in force]. |
                          |   - Personal Information International Disclosure Protection Act, S.N.S. 2006, c. 3.  
                          |   - Personal Health Information Act, S.N.S. 2010, c. 41.  
                          |   - Personal Health Information Regulations, N.S. Reg. 217/2012.  
                          |   - Privacy Review Officer Act, S.N.S. 2008, c. 42. |
                          |   - Personal Health Information Act, S.N.L. 2008, c. P-7.01.  
                          |   - Personal Health Information Regulations, N.L.R. 38/11.  
                          |   - Privacy Act, R.S.N. 1990, c. P-22.  
                          |   - Health Research Ethics Authority Regulations, N.L.R. 57/11. |
| Yukon                    | *Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act, R.S.Y. 2002, c. 1.*  
                          |   - Health Information Privacy And Management Act, S.Y. 2013, c. 16. |